Clevest Mobile GIS

STANDARD

Improve situational awareness for mobile workers with quick and
easy online and offline access to map and asset information
Key Benefits of Clevest Mobile GIS - STANDARD
With native integration to Esri’s technology stack, the Standard edition provides:
Seamless online and offline worker experience: Keep workers working despite the lack of
solid connectivity
Visibility into the asset infrastructure: Provides geospatial context for work
Asset and address search: Identify asset and work locations quickly and easily
Asset filtering: Find and investigate assets that share common attributes
Say goodbye to printing and distributing paper maps, and enhance safety and
efficiency in the field!
Clevest Mobile GIS – Standard gives mobile workers an up-to-date, reliable geospatial context for their work by providing
them with real-time access to map and asset information, whether they are working online or offline.
With quick and easy access to reliable service territory and asset infrastructure information, the Standard edition empowers
technicians to quickly and efficiently navigate to work locations, query asset information to verify or inspect what is
deployed in the field, and perform work at higher levels of safety and productivity.

Related product lines:
•
•
•
•

Mobile Workforce Management
Location Solutions
Advanced Network Deployment
Meter Reading

Clevest Mobile GIS

How it Works
The Standard edition leverages Esri feature services and local digital map packages to provide a seamless experience for workers
who need territory and asset information in both connected and disconnected (e.g., underground, rural) environments.
Utilities can augment the Standard edition with pre-integrated Clevest Mobile Workforce Management or Clevest Automated
Location Solution products to drive greater operating efficiencies, worker safety improvements and customer satisfaction.

Query assets
Visualize asset infrastructure
Access Esri basemaps
Leverage geospatial awareness
Improve safety
Enhance visibility

Work online and offline
Visualize asset infrastructure
Access Esri basemaps
Leverage geospatial awareness
Improve safety
Enhance visibility

Give mobile workers exceptional situational awareness with access to maps and asset information on
their mobile device, whether they are working online or offline.

Why Clevest Mobile GIS?
For utilities just beginning their mobility journey, the Clevest solution makes an excellent starting point for – or addition to –
your mobile workforce management solution with the flexibility to scale and expand according to business needs and budget.
Utilities who partner with Clevest for all of their mobility needs are provided with an unparalleled enterprise-grade
experience, which includes Clevest’s WorkBook and WorkSpace applications.
Clevest’s WorkBook mobile application supports a wide range of work in the field on a variety of devices (e.g.,
smartphone, tablet, laptop) using iOS, Android, or Windows operating systems.
Clevest’s WorkSpace office application provides dispatchers, supervisors, and managers with the ability to manage
their entire field operations safely and efficiently using integrated maps and asset information and interoperable views of
orders, workers, vehicles and more.
For additional business value, the Standard solution can be easily combined with other Clevest products or upgraded to
Clevest’s Premium or Platinum editions when utilities are ready to take operations to the next level.
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STANDARD

Automate your workforce today
with standard features such as:
• GIS layers (WorkBook and
WorkSpace)
• Online and offline support

Clevest Mobile GIS

STANDARD

Clevest provides innovative workforce management software that connects the mobile workforce to office operations, enabling utilities to rapidly automate and
optimize any field work activity or process to improve response time, safety, productivity, and effectiveness. Clevest integrates with leading enterprise systems, with
configurable solutions that can be deployed on-premise or in the cloud.
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